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Company: Recruitment Holdings Ltd.

Location: Haymarket

Category: other-general

Electronics Engineer

Sydney

Salary range $80k - $110k dependent on experience

Permanent, full time

Fast-growing, innovative, technology-led design and manufacturer, based in Sydney is looking

for an Electronics Engineer to join their growing team, working on the development of cutting-

edge technologies for the domestic and professional consumer markets. This is a unique

opportunity to work for one of the most exciting and forward-thinking companies in Australia.

About the Company

An impressive international brand that's sold in numerous countries. With 50+ years'

experience, this company are leaders in their field, consistently delivering first class products to a

diverse consumer base. Their culture is collaborative, with a genuine team ethos.

Professional and multi-disciplined teams focus on delivering the best, state-of-the-art

solutions as they continually strive to enhance the experience of the end user.

The Role

The Electronics Engineer - Sustaining Engineering is responsible for providing day to day

support to production with automated assembly and test equipment and device test systems

to allow manufacturing targets to be met. The successful candidate will also investigate and

perform root cause analysis of all manufacturing test failures. The Electronics Engineer will be

responsible for developing, debugging, supporting, and validating electronic test systems from

the SMT line to end-of-line functional test of the product.
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Perform root cause analysis on production failures (electronics and audio-related failures)

Support the hardware development and testing of new and existing production test systems

Prepare validation reports for new firmware, new products and production failures

Assist and support production and product design teams with test and product validation

Perform technical reviews of electronics design, firmware, software, and equipment

documentation

Collaborate with the design team to ensure new products are testable, manufacturable and

meet technical specifications

Conduct continuous improvement on current processes or test equipment for higher efficiency

or quality output

Skills and Experience

Bachelor's degree in electrical engineering or related technical field

Ability to read and understand electronics schematics and manufacturing test instructions

Experience with E-Cad (Altium preferable)

Experience with firmware coding (C/C++) Python is a bonus

Familiar with electronics design and solving of electronic failures

Experience in using Microsoft 365 Office suite or similar

Ability to work well in a group by sharing ideas and providing solutions

Good organisational skills, time management, prioritisation of tasks and attention to detail

Good communication skills and documentation

Benefits

You will work with the finest technologies in metal engineering and production in a cutting-

edge facility where the team enjoy a culture of collaboration, best-practise and innovation

Work with passionate, hardworking, and talented colleagues who thrive in challenging

situations

Onsite gym and wellbeing program

Onsite parking

Free employee assistance program, available 24/7

Company values diversity in the workplace and encourages applications from of all genders,

ages and backgrounds

N.B. You must hold full and ongoing rights to work in Australia to be eligible for this role.#J-

18808-Ljbffr
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